Questions :-

1. How to make good decisions ?
2. When someone losses hope?
3. When is good time ?
4. How People Achieve their GOALS & AIMS ?
5. How to Achieve Them ?
6. When someone losses HOPE ?

Answers :-

From years of researches "Researchers" have noticed that when you doing on what you are "GOOD AT". You have to focus on what you are good. Make your "Passion" your "Profession" every successful person did this in their lives. And of course they find "Peace of Mind". So, by doing this they feel they achieve something "Valuable" in their life.

So to do so we shall never lose "HOPE". I'm also a Student and I'm doing my business also and by doing it I find that we shall never ever "Give Up". Whatever the Circumstances are we have to "Believe in Ourselves".

I Remember one great saying :

"Whether you think you Can, or you think you Can't
You're Right."

I hope this will help you Human Mind is a very "Powerful Machine". So don't "Underestimate or Overestimate" You're self.